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SEDUCE SEC-200 DOOR TYPE METAL TOP SEARCH  DETECTOR 

 
 Key Features  

 Criteria of supplied: National standard << GB 15210 
  Detecting zone: 1, 6,16,24 adjustable detecting zones  
 100 degree angle sensibility for supplying  
 Percentage of transition: Over 60 at the same time and minute 
 Electric Source: 220v or 110V AC, 50 / 60Hz 
 Power: <= 30W 
 Operating Environment: -20 ~ + 45 Degrees, <= IP 65 
 Packaged Dimensions (mm): 2200 (H) x800 (W) x500(D) 
 Dimensions as installed (mm): 2000(H) x 700 (W) x 500 (D) 
 Weight: Approximately 92kg.  

 SPECIFICATION  
 
1) Power on self test &fault display  
2) Extremely high sensitivity to almost all metals  
3) Exceptional immunity to environmental  
4) High reliability  
5) Rapid installation  
6) Password protection  
7) Dust &water protection  
8) Harmless to cardiac pacemaker wearers pregnant  
     women and magnetic media etc.  

buckles etc. Factories, mines, banks, luxury houses etc. 
Where expensive metal objects can dissepear easily it is 
also proper for use in places where dangerous metal objects 
are prohibited such as airports, shopping malls, customs, 
prisons, exhibition halls. adjustment to prevent objects not 
to give a false alarm  such as coins, keys, belt  
 

Two or more detectors can operate at the same time. The   

minimum distance between two detectors is 40cm. -It can 

calculate the passenger flow and the number of times the 

automatic alarm rings. -The SECUDA Detector is protected 

by a setup password which can only be used by authorized 

personnel. -It takes only 10 minutes to install or uninstall.  

 
 
 
 

 

It can work by receiving information for 24 hours and can give 
audible and illuminated alarm at the same time. The quality, 
effectiveness and technical features are updated according to 
world stantards. Sensitivity of digital metal detection detector 
is adjustable with control point. Smallest objects even as small 
as a paperclip can be detected and located. make a sensitivity 

6 common overlapping  the seperation of the detection zones, 

determine their location precisely according to their location. -

It is in 100  sensitive, It can be set manually in the range of 0-

99. -Ultra-large LED / LCD monitor and acoustic-optical alarm 

use at the   same time. -The anti-interference features have 

been greatly improved by the use of digital, analogue and left-

right balanced technology. - 
 

Features  SEC-100 SEC-200 SEC-300 

Detecting zone 1 Zone 6 Zone 16 Zone 

Sensibility  100 degree  100 degree  100 degree  

Ultra-large  LED / LCD monitor  LED / LCD monitor  LED / LCD monitor  

Power <= 30W <= 30W <= 30W 

Operating IP 67  IP 67  IP 67  

Weight 92 KG 92 KG 92 KG 
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